the world is small.
EXPLORE IT!

Dilyan Andreev
Understanding is the beginning of acceptance.

Allison Baker
many different views,
many different PERSPECTIVES

Paul Minto
WISDOM:
The catalyst for WORLD PEACE.

Michael Salvas
REMEMBER the simple joys of life

Jasmine Stocks
Get UP
Get something
Get OUT
Collectivity conjoins our individuality for humanity.

Syeda Shoa Abbas
RESPECT DIVERSITY for a GREATER HARMONY

Muhammad Fahim
I’ll **enlighten** you, please **enlighten** me.

William Wade
Life fleeting, *precious*; smile, **laugh often**

Rachel Henry
LISTEN
understand
respect
and share differences

Jessica Gibson
DIVERSITY is a REALITY, please understand

Naqib Ahmad
Respect is the bridge to UNDERSTANDING.

Tara Frye
Know yourself and progress from there.
Everyone has a story...

just listen

Kristen Autumn Lindsey
Time to understand the BIGGER picture.

Scott Tillman
While I breathe I will hope
acceptance is the ADVERSARY of HATE

Tiffany Oates
the golden rule says it all

Pakapri Sesay
Generation united in diversity of ideas

Carlos Correa Figuero
Being human ends with you, man.

Donna Abbott-Baldwin
Seperated by Ignorance
Connected by knowledge

Gertrude Baidoo
The world pushes around us all.

Otis Johnson, Jr.